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CROSS APPEAL REPLY ARGUMENT

As the Supreme Court of Florida always does in a bar disciplinary

proceeding, this Court carefully reviews the facts and circumstances

when The Florida Bar seeks to discipline an attorney, regardless of the

discipline. This Court is the ultimate determiner of discipline. The

Florida Bar v. Patterson, SC19-2070 (Fla. 2021); The Florida Bar v.

Barrett, 897 So.2d 1269, 1275 (Fla. 2005); Florida Bar v. Sweeney, 730

So.2d 1269, 1272 (Fla. 1998).

Mr. Ramer maintains here that the proceedings below were far

from perfect at all lower levels. There was a failure to adhere to Local

Rules of the U.S. District Court Southern District of Florida - Admission,

Practice, Peer Review, Discipline, Rule 6 including by the Federal

District Trial Court footnoted (and defective) referral without the required

statement of facts to the Ad Committee, the Ad Hoc Committee's

unguided proceedings, its (initial) Report & Recommendations, it's

second Report & Recommendations, still never produced by The

Florida Bar, the Ad Hoc Committee's elevation of the proceeding from

remediation, mentoring, supervision and monitoring to discipline

(without ever setting forth any alleged rule violations or notice in

violation of same Rule 6), culminating in the Federal District Chief
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Judge's Order which was copied to The Florida Bar (again with no

specific charges), the incongruity of the six month suspension from the

voluntary trial bar association to a suspension from The Florida Bar

requiring reinstatement and bar examination, The Florida Bar's initial

notice lacking any mention of a rule violations, The Florida Bar's almost

one year delay in requesting Mr. Ramer submit to a six month

suspension again without any specific charges and mirroring what had

happened before in terms of "notice" of any rule violations (nothing).

The first time Mr. Ramer was charged with any rule violation(s)

was in the Formal Complaint wherein The Florida Bar shot-gunned the

six rules violated at issue herein. At every turn before the Referee, Mr.

Ramer was denied even the consideration of relief repeatedly raised

that the underlying proceeding denied due process and the "crime does

not fit the punishment."

THE CRIME DOES NOT FIT THE PUNISHMENT

There is a need for this Court to look at the underlying facts,

which Mr. Ramer implored the Referee to do under the law announced

in this Court's cases such as The Florida Bar v. Mogil, 763 So.2d

303(Fla. 2000)(Mogil had ample opportunity to do so, he neither raised

this issue nor met his burden in this regard in the proceedings before
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the referee); The Florida Bar v. Friedman, 646 So.2d 188 (Fla. 1994)

(in wilkes, we will initially accept a foreign jurisdiction's adjudication of

guilt as conclusive proof of guilt of the misconduct charged. The

burden then rests with the accused attorney to demonstrate why the

foreign judgment is not valid or why Florida should not accept it and

impose sanctions based thereon); The Florida Bar v. Wilkes, 179

So.2d 193, 198 (Fla.1965)(this Court has held in this context that "if

the accused attorney shall in the Florida proceedings properly raise the

issues, we may be required to determine whether the proceedings in

the sister state were so deficient as to make the foreign judgment

unreliable as an automatic adjudication of guilt.")

To date, there have been over 150 pages in "briefs" by the two

parties before this Court¹. The Florida Bar in its Answer and Reply Brief

of February 8, 2022, goes out of its way to maintain that Mr. Ramer

acted intentionally or with some bad intent knowing that is the only way

to justify a 91 day suspension. For example, The Florida Bar attributes

to the Ad Hoc Committee phrases like "utter disregard" and "lacked a

fundamental knowledge" when those words are not found in the record.

And, solely by extrapolation, The Florida Bar formed its Formal

1 The Florida Bar has retained Holland & Knight, LLP and so far four attorneys from that firm have worked on
this appeal, I expect (and hope) on a volunteer basis. Undersigned has not charged and will not charge Mr.
Ramer one dime for his representation at any level in this proceeding.
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Complaint claiming, i.e., intentional conduct such that Mr. Ramer did

"unlawfully obstruct access to evidence or unlawfully alter, destroy, or

conceal same." [Rule 4-3.4(a); Formal Complaint, Paragraph 6].

Where in the world are there any facts even close to such a charge?

Where in the world could there even be probable cause to make such a

determination? Another example would be the charge of Rule 4-3.4(c)

that Mr. Ramer did knowingly disobey an obligation under the rules of a

tribunal. [Formal Complaint, Paragraph 6].

Significantly, Judge Altonaqa already addressed the issue of

"bad faith" or "fraud" in the Judge's Order of February 10, 2017, at

Page 3:

Plaintiffs stress Defendants' "history of noncompliance"
with Court orders and "bad faith" in failing to attend
mediation (see Mot. 7 (citing Order ("Sanction Order") [ECF
No. 63])), but these actions do not rise to the level of bad
faith or fraud, see Florida Van Rentals, Inc. v. Auto Mobility
Sales, Inc., No. 8:13-CV-1732-T-36EAJ, 2015 WL 4887550,
at *3 (M.D. Fla. Aug. 17, 2015) (finding conduct of an attorney
who violated several court orders by failing to respond to

discovery requests and failing to appear at a hearing was not
so unreasonable as to warrant finding exceptionality).

In the underlying civil case in which Mr. Ramer's clients were

sued by Coach, Inc. for in excess of six million dollars2, Mr. Ramer led

them to a $21,700 adverse verdict. There was never a client complaint

2 This was also Judge Altonaga's analysis; Page 7 of the Judge's Order.
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here. Where are the grounds for findings anywhere that Mr. Ramer

violated Rule 4-1.1 (Competence) or Rule 4-1.3 (Diligence), as also

alleged in Paragraph 6 of the Formal Complaint?

In this Cross-Appeal, Mr. Ramer asks this Court, in light of

deficiencies below, most glaringly in terms of "due process," the Local

Rule 6 was not followed, that a probable cause standard was applied

and not a "clear and convincing" standard long-recognized by this

Court, to review the facts of actually what happened. As argued many

times below, Mr. Ramer has raised due process issues about the

reciprocity rule [Rule of Discipline 3-4.6] and believes that has been

adequately preserved below and argued in prior briefing in this case.

THE GROUNDS DO NOT FIT THE PUNISHMENT

The following are the seven (7) grounds by which The Florida Bar

seeks to suspend Mr. Ramer, age 69, in better health and still

recovering3, never previously disciplined, in a civil case he handled over

about a two year period and achieved a remarkable result:

1. Mr. Ramer allegedly intentionally failed to respond to

multiple written discovery requests from the civil plaintiff. This is NOT

TRUE. Despite his efforts to have his clients timely comply, it was Mr.

3 On July 26, 2021, Mr. Ramer was hospitalized for a bowel obstruction, would spend months in the hospital,
was briefly released, then re-hospitalized for several more months, undergoing about 10 surgeries to date.
He is now at home and better and actually just finished his full CLE requirements after getting a deferment
from The Florida Bar until March 31, 2022 because of his medical condition.
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Ramer's clients, the civil defendants, that were compelled and

sanctioned and not Mr. Ramer. Tab 36, Exhibit I; see also, No. 3

issue, infra. The two $500.00 awards were paid by the defendants and

not Mr. Ramer. Mr. Ramer was NOT sanctioned by the Federal Trial

Judge. The Referee should have granted Mr. Ramer's Motion for

Summary Judgment on those issues.

2. Mr. Ramer and his clients allegedly purposely failed to

attend a court-ordered mediation. This was NOT purposeful...Mr.

Ramer mis-calendared the mediation. The record reflects a somewhat

confusing mediation order, Mr. Ramer's admission of a calendaring

error, Mr. Ramer's offer to conduct the mediation by telephone which

was refused, Mr. Ramer's (not his clients) payment of all costs

associated with the calendaring error, the expeditious resetting of the

mediation and that mediation ending in an impasse. Tab 37, Exhibit J;

Tab 41, Exhibit N (Affidavit of Dick Lee, Esquire); Transcript, 12-04-

2020, Pages 42-46. Mr. Ramer was sufficiently sanctioned by the trial

judge and paid the costs of this miscalendering. Mr. Ramer questions

what the relevant ethical violation is here. There was no harm to the

clients, the Court and he paid the costs. Mr. Ramer's Motion for

Summary Judgment should have been granted on this issue.
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3. The Florida Bar contends the Mr. Ramer and his civil

defendants failed to respond to numerous court orders directing them to

respond. At issue appear to be the two orders awarding sanctions for

discovery violations against the civil defendants only, which were paid

by the defendants only, discussed above in No. 1. There were also

"issues" with two other orders readily explained by Mr. Ramer. First, he

had already agreed to the plaintiff's request for an injunction so there

was no need to respond4. Second, the Orders indicated the motion may

be granted if there was no response5. See, Appendix B, Exhibit L

(description).

4. The Florida Bar contends Mr. Ramer ignored a directive to

remain within 15 minutes of the courtroom during the jury deliberations.

However, the jury had adjourned the day before and Mr. Ramer was

indeed late getting back to the courthouse the next day from Kendall to

Downtown Miami in rush hour traffic the next morning, for which he was

apologetic. He also mis-timed his trip because he believed Judge

Altonaga had a motion calendar that morning. Tab 4, Paragraph M at

4Judge Altonaga's Order, Page 7: "...Defendants stated, and Plaintiff's acknowledged,
Defendants' counsel offered a consent decree for an injunction before the answer was
filed."

5 The Federal Court record reflects that the civil trial judge entered Order requiring a
response, "failing which the Court may grant the motion by default," and the trial judge
indeed would grant the purposely unopposed permanent injunction.
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Page 5. See, Transcript, 12-4-2020, Pages 58-59.

5. The Florida Bar alleged that Mr. Ramer did not comply with

the Local Rules for the Southern District of Florida requiring attorneys to

confer to resolve issues. Mr. Ramer has explained that the involved

issues were his clients' inability to find documents or that the clients did

not have such documents. This was frustrating to Mr. Ramer and his

Chinese speaking co-counsel. Therefore, he saw no need to ask for

more time (because that would be in bad faith) or confer any further.

Tab 1, Paragraphs Q, R, S. See, Transcript, 12-4-2020, Page 32.

6. The Florida Bar inappropriately brings up two instances in other

federal civil cases, one in a 2002 case and the other in a 2007 case,

neither of which involved violations charged by any judge, authority, ad

hoc committee or even brought up as an ethical violation or misconduct

so that Mr. Ramer could defend himself, until this 2020 proceeding. At

the initial Case Management before the Referee on September 15,

2020, Bar Counsel specifically indicated these matters were

background and not separate offenses, but, here we are defending

unproven remote instances where there were no sanctions, no referral,

no misconduct found in 2002 and 2007 cases. The relevance,

remoteness, timeliness of these two instances were raised by Mr.
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Ramer in, inter alia, his Answer and Affirmative defenses. See, Tab 4,

Paragraph 10, Affirmative Defense A. The Referee would strike all

affirmative defenses. See Tabs 1, 4, 5, 6, 8. The Florida Bar has

alleged in the 2002 case that Mr. Ramer was "heavily criticized" for his

client and other defendants failing to comply with local and procedural

rules. Mr. Ramer was not disciplined nor even sanctioned by the

Federal Court nor referred to any Committee or The Florida Bar for

discipline. Mr. Ramer and "other defense counsel" in that 2002 case

allegedly filed papers that were mislabeled as ex parte, contained

grammatical and spelling errors and failed to contain memorandum of

law. Answer Brief at Page 37-38. In the 2007 case, the Federal Court

"did not find enough evidence to blame Mr. Ramer for obstruction of the

discovery process" and "no sanctions were imposed against Mr. Ramer

individually." In that case, the court only found the client to have

violated discovery orders. Mr. Ramer was not disciplined nor sanctioned

by the Federal Court nor referred to any Committee or The Florida Bar

for discipline. These alleged remote events, which could be found by

any court micro-examining any docket in many civil cases, which have

already NOT been considered misconduct by the presiding Judges, are

not probative here. Accordingly, Mr. Ramer' motion for summary
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judgment on the admissibility, for any purpose, of any arguments or

evidence concerning the allegations of Paragraphs 4V, 4W and 4X of

The Referee should have granted Mr. Ramer's Motion for Summary

Judgment on those issues. [See Mr. Ramer's account, Transcript, 12-

04-2020, Pages 69-72].

7. The Florida Bar finally concludes that Mr. Ramer's lack of

requisite familiarity with federal court practice should now lead to the

suspension of his ability to practice law in the State of Florida where he

could have taken CLE courses, read the rules of procedure and local

rules and complete an evaluation by the Practice Resource Institute, to

resolve U.S. District Judge Cecilia Altonaga referral of Mr. Ramer for

"remediation...mentoring, supervision and monitoring" (See Tab

29, Exhibit B, Page 9, Footnote 3) before the Federal Court's voluntary

bar association which the Ad Hoc Committee somehow and

inappropriately turned into a disciplinary matter without notice. See,

Transcript, 12-4-2020, Pages 31, 76-78.

The issue here appears to be Mr. Ramer not following Southern

District Local Rule 56.1 on proper paragraphing a response to a motion

for summary judgment which Mr. Ramer immediately corrected. See,

Tab 38; Appendix B, Exhibit K (description). The Referee should have
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granted Mr. Ramer's Motion for Summary Judgment on that issue.

There is not an ethical issue here. Appendix B, Exhibit K (description).

THE RULES DO NOT FIT THE CRIMES

Of the seven (7) grounds prosecuted, none of them were

intentional or purposeful. Of the six (6) rules allegedly violated, having

argued above against findings of obstruction or knowing disobedience

(See again, Judge Altonaga's Order of February 10, 2017 at Page 3) or

incompetence or lack of diligence (See, Jury Verdict, Affidavit of Dick

Lee), the two remaining rules are "catch-all rules" for Misconduct/Minor

Misconduct and Conduct Prejudicial to the Administration of Justice.

The definition of Misconduct/Minor Misconduct (Rule 3-4.3) involves

"avoidance of prohibited acts" that are "grounds for discipline are not all-

inclusive" nor specific of any particular act but are "unlawful or contrary

to honesty and justice." In the context of Mr. Ramer "committing no

crime," "Misconduct" does not seem to apply. And if the Court were to

find "Minor Misconduct," for some lesser offense, that would by

definition not be an offense requiring suspension. Conduct Prejudicial

to the Administration of Justice [Rule 4-8.4(d)] is defined as:

...conduct in connection with the practice of law that is
prejudicial to the administration of justice, including to
knowingly, or through callous indifference, disparage,
humiliate, or discriminate against litigants, jurors, witnesses,
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court personnel, or other lawyers on any basis, including, but
not limited to, on account of race, ethnicity, gender, religion,
national origin, disability, marital status, sexual orientation, age,
socioeconomic status, employment, or physical characteristic.

Again, as always, it up to this Court to determine whether this

Rule has been somehow violated and should lead to a suspension.

Most respectfully, after the word "justice" this Rule does not apply to this

case. And if the language after "justice," is the qualifier, the entire Rule

does not apply.

FLORIDA STANDARDS FOR IMPOSING LAWYER SANCTIONS

In making a determination as to discipline, this Court considers

not only caselaw but also the Florida Standards for Imposing Lawyer

Sanctions. The Florida Bar v. Forrester, 818 So.2d 477 (Fla.

2002)(wherein this Court found a suspension was warranted where the

referee found the attorney's misconduct to be intentional, and, there

was competent, substantial evidence in the record to support this

finding).

Under Florida's Standards for Imposing Lawyer Sanctions (June

17, 2020), "Suspension" is appropriate when a lawyer knows or should

know the lawyer is dealing improperly with client property which causes

injury or potential injury (Standard 4.1(b); when a lawyer knowingly

reveals client information causing injury (Standard 4.2(b); when a
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lawyer knows of a conflict of interest, does not fully disclose same and

cause injury or potential injury (Standard 4.3(b); when a lawyer causes

injury or potential injury to a client and knowingly fails to perform

services or engages in a pattern of neglect with respect to client matters

(Standard 4.4(b); when a lawyer engages in area of practice which the

lawyer knowingly lacks competence and causes injury or potential injury

(Standard 4.5(b); when a lawyer knowingly deceives a client and

causes injury or potential injury (Standard 4.6(b); when a lawyer

knowingly engages in criminal conduct or other conduct involving

dishonesty, fraud, deceit or misrepresentation that adversely reflects on

the lawyer's fitness to practice law(Standard 5.1(b); when a lawyer

knowingly engages in prosecutorial or official misconduct (Standard

5.2(b); when a lawyer knows that false statements or documents are

being submitted to the court or material information is being withheld

and takes no remedial action (Standard 6.1(b); when a lawyer

knowingly violates a court order or rule and causes injury or potential

injury to a client or other party or causes interference or potential

interference with a legal proceeding (Standard 6.2(b); when a lawyer

engages in improper communication with an individual in the legal

system which causes injury or potential injury (Standard 6.3(b); when a
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lawyer knowingly engages in conduct that is in violation of a duty owed

as a professional with intent to obtain a benefit for the lawyer or another

and causes serious or potentially serious injury (Standard 7.1(b); when

a lawyer has been publicly reprimanded for same or similar conduct and

engages in a further similar act of misconduct that causes injury or

potential injury (Standard 8.1(b); when a lawyer negligently fails to file

an advertisement for review (Standard 9.2(b); when a lawyer knowingly

fails to file direct mail communications (Standard 9.3(b); when a lawyer

knowingly engages in solicitation that does not involve fraud, deceit or

misrepresentation (Standard 9.4(b).

Notably, Standard 3.2(b)(1) provides that the Court is not to

consider conduct more than 7 years prior in the context of a prior finding

of "Minor Misconduct" thereby making the alleged remote "bad acts"

alleged by The Florida Bar in the 2002 and 2007 cases even less

relevant if that is legally possible.

A bar disciplinary action must serve three purposes: the judgment

must be fair to society, it must be fair to the attorney, and it must be

severe enough to deter other attorneys from similar misconduct. Florida

Bar v. Lawless, 640 So.2d 1098, 1100 (Fla.1994)." The Florida Bar v.

Gersten, 707 So.2d 711 (Fla. 1998).
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NO INTENTIONAL CONDUCT

At the Final Hearing of December 4, 2020, The Florida Bar, had

obtained "partial" summary judgment on all rule alleged violations over

strenuous objections from Mr. Ramer. However, in order to support the

discipline sought of 91 days, The Florida Bar would have needed to

prove intent. It did not. Because there was no intentional conduct. Not

to repeat what is on the Final Hearing transcript, Mr. Ramer would point

to questions and his answers where he established that he had no

intent to violate any rules and apologize to counsel, the Court, the Ad

Hoc Committee, and Judge Moore. See, Transcript, 12-4-2020, Pages

32, 45, 65-66]

AGGRAVATING AND MITIGATING FACTORS

The Florida Bar in its Answer and Reply Brief, Page 44, discussed

four aggravating facts, which Mr. Ramer would argue are not on point

with the true record here. The "pattern of misconduct" and "multiple

offenses" are not supported if the remote "incidents" (involving no proof

of any misconduct) in the 2002 and 2007 cases are found to be non-

probative, as Mr. Ramer suggests. If this Court recognizes that the

motions to compel and two $500 sanctions were against Mr. Ramer's
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clients, that Mr. Ramer did not respond to motions he agreed to or did

not oppose, that a paragraphing error is not an ethical issue, that mis-

calendaring a mediation and mis-timing traffic were not intentional, then

there is not a pattern or multiple offenses.

Mr. Ramer vehemently contests the argument made that he

refused to acknowledge his conduct. The Florida Bar's argument falls

flat by its regurgitation throughout its Answer and Reply Brief that Mr.

Ramer "Admitted" or "Admitted with explanation," it turns out, almost

every allegation in the Formal Complaint in his Answer and Affirmative

Defenses. Indeed of the Formal Complaint's 40 paragraphs/

subparagraphs, Mr. Ramer "admitted" or "admitted with qualification" as

to 35 of the 40. He denied the relevance of the 2002 and 2007

incidents (Paragraphs 4V, W, X); denied to reveal civil case attorney-

client strategy were there was no client complaint made or being

defended here (Paragraph Z)6; denied The Florida Bar's inappropriate

allegation that the Ad Hoc Committee in its Report and

Recommendation of April 12, 2018 used the words "utter disregard" or

"lacked a fundamental knowledge" when those words are not found

therein (Paragraph AA); and denied Paragraph 6: "There was no actual

6 The Florida Bar has wrongfully accused Mr. Ramer of a lack of diligence when as a result of his efforts his
clients' exposure was reduced by about six million dollars.
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finding by the Federal Court of violations of these Rules of Professional

Conduct of the Rules Regulating The Florida Bar and so we are dealing

with The Florida Bar's interpretation and unfair extrapolation of Federal

Judge Michael Moore's Order." See, Affirmative Defenses D, E and H

(eventually stricken by the Referee). Mr. Ramer wanted an opportunity

to explain what had happened and apparently has to do this now on

appeal, of course based on the record and if this Court so allows.

The Referee found only one mitigating (very significant) factor,

absence of a prior disciplinary record and, despite the record, did not

find any others. Of record are Mr. Ramer's Answers to Interrogatories

of December 3, 2020 which were filed with the Referee who indicated

she would take judicial notice of same. [Transcript, 12-4-2020, Page

86-87]; See also, Referee Tab 4, Mr. Ramer's Answer & Affirmative

Defenses of August 7, 2020, "Mitigation." These Answers fully spell out

the mitigating factors overlooked by the Referee [See, Referee's Index

of Record, Tab 26, Respondent's Answers to Interrogatories of

11/30/2020, Interrogatory No. 3; and Tab 56, executed Jurat to same;

Transcript, 12-4-2020, Pages 32, 45, 65-66).
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